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CANYON CLUB BREWERY is set to open in Moraga come the New Year. Though it may seem mundane now, the building is undergoing current renovation. (Courtesy of Canyon Club Brewery’s website)
If you did not know what you were 
looking for, you might walk right past the 
Canyon Club Brewery. After taking a five-
minute drive from campus to Downtown 
Moraga, I was shocked to see just how 
inconspicuous the new Brewery was. It 
was this large white building that, from the 
outside, didn’t really fit the preconceived 
notion  of what I thought a brewery might 
look like . Once I stepped inside, however, 
it took me a minute to actually register 
everything that was going on.
The inside was completely under con-
struction; wood was strewn everywhere, 
plastic covering everything, tables set up 
so that this work could be accomplished. 
Three men were standing in the middle of 
the room engaged in a conversation when 
my presence interrupted them. One of the 
men, Kevin Hamilton, asked if I was the 
guy from Saint Mary’s, and, once I con-
firmed that I was, we began the interview. 
We took our seats on hand-crafted wooden 
chairs while we waited for the co-owner 
Ken Markey to join us. Once he did, I 
launched into my first line of questioning: 
learning the business behind the brewery.
Kevin had prior experience in the restau-
rant business. In fact, he’s  held virtually 
every job imaginable, specifically bar-
tending and bar managing. Ironically, both 
he and Ken were separately and simultane-
ously developing business plans for their 
own breweries. Eventually, they joined 
heads to come up with the model for this 
business. But they were quick to inform me 
that the process was not easy.
“The whole thing has probably taken 
about three years,” Kevin explained. 
“Everything, from coming up with the 
business plan to starting the work.  Since 
we are  producing our own beer, we have 
to buy equipment for that, which is very 
expensive. Then there’s the whole process 
of trying to find a good brewer, finding 
people who are willing to invest We host 
parties and invite over investors to get them 
interested in our business. We’ve had this 
space since about January of this year, so 
it’s been a process.”
“The thing that takes the most time is the 
permits,” Ken informed me. “You have to 
get permits to sell alcohol and to make your 
own beer. We have what’s called a Type 23 
license which allows us to make and sell 
it here. It also makes it good for catering 
services. You can even take it to go in a 
Crowler so that when you’re on your way 
to one of the basketball or a rugby games, 
you can take [our beer] with you.”
Kevin and Ken assured me that they are 
A.S. President Rob Gonzalez discusses platform 
BY: JOSEPH FOARD 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
      Senior Robert Gonzales was recently 
elected President of Saint Mary’s Associ-
ated Students organization for the 2018 
Fall Semester.
      The Associated Students is the stu-
dent-run governing body of Saint Mary’s 
College. As President of the Executive 
Council, Gonzalez guides the policy of 
the Associated Students and oversees the 
Senate, campus-wide committees, and all 
clubs and organizations on campus.
      “It’s a very overarching position,” 
Gonzalez said about his new position. “I 
oversee the vice presidents and the duties 
that they hold, I also oversee the senate 
and the legislation that we provide for the 
students. I as a student need to be repre-
sentative of what we want changed as the 
student body, and I address that to the ad-
ministration, which includes staff, faculty- 
so I am that liaison to get that information 
to the administration”.
      During the election process, Gonzalez 
says, “there were talks of other people 
running, but when application season was 
over, I ended up being the only person who 
applied.” He ran unopposed in the Fall 
2018 election, and was elected by default 
President of the Associated Student body.
      Gonzales says his number one prior-
ity is  “developing a relationship between 
the Town of Moraga and Saint Mary’s,” he 
continues. “Moraga doesn’t have a mayor—
it instead has a council made up of local 
residents. The council meets every other 
month and talk about changes they want, 
and stuff that needs to happen in the town. 
One of us [Associated Students members] 
will be a part of the Moraga Liaison Com-
mittee so that we have not only a liaison 
between students and faculty, but also 
from Saint Mary’s to the town.”
      Gonzalez told The Collegian that, “Last 
year, the Moraga Liaison Committee was 
disbanded.” He wants to eventually create 
a new version of the committee, and says, 
“for now we’re going to have a representa-
tive sit in at the town council meetings.”
      His biggest platform running was park-
ing on campus. According to Gonzalez, his 
reasoning is “the majority of our students 
are late because they can’t find parking on 
campus. Public transportation is very lim-
ited for Saint Mary’s students, so we’re try-
ing to find ways to fix that without making 
us pay for parking. They plan on making us 
pay for parking next year, in Fall 2019”.  He 
continues, “Even though I’m a senior this 
year, and won’t have to pay next year, I still 
plan on fighting that and trying to at least 
find the solution that fits everybody. In the 
least, making sure that students are aware 
of what they might be paying for. I think 
the most important thing I want students 
to know is the information on why we’re 
paying for parking next year, or why these 
things might happen”.
      If students want to learn more about 
the Associated Students, Gonzalez says 
“they can come to my office hours, which 
are listed on my website under Associated 
Students. Also, if you want to know more 
information, talk to your senators! Each 
class has a designated senator, and there 
are five senators for each class. Shoot them 
an email and ask what’s happening on 
campus or how the student government 
works.”
      You can visit your Associated Students 
representative between 9:00am and 
4:30pm Monday to Friday on the first floor 
of Ferroggiaro Hall in SIL. President Rob-
ert Gonzalez can be contacted via email at 
aspresident@stmarys-ca.edu.
BY: DAVID GARZA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world 
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when 
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
                   —Ted Turner
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Advice: Ask Dr. Duetime Moraga Brewery set to open 
continued from page 1
Dear Dr. Duetime, 
 I was unable to get into a 
Jan Term class due to prerequisites. 
I’m a senior, and I feel that I should 
be able to explore options outside of 
my major. How can I get into Jan 
Term courses that are not covered 
by the classes my major calls for?
Sincerely,
JanTermBlues
Dear JanTermBlues,
Thank you for your submission and 
expressing your frustration with the Jan 
Term prerequisites. Now that Jan Term 
registration has come to a close, I think 
it is the ideal time to contact the profes-
sor and see if there is a prerequisite that 
is need, or if it just a professor approval. 
Sometimes the course descriptions can 
be waived by having a discussion with 
the professor regarding why you are 
eligible for this class. 
Quarter credits are often overlooked 
by students, and fortunately this year, 
the courses being offered are diverse 
and do not require much tedious work. 
Learning how to play guitar, yoga, 
music, knitting, and so much more 
are being offered to students who are 
interested in taking the time to learn 
a new skill. 
Finally, I believe that you should 
express your feelings of frustration to 
the Jan Term office. Just like you, there 
are several other students who have 
found themselves in similar situations. 
Although you are a senior and this may 
be your last Jan Term, it is important 
that we speak up in order to improve 
the experience for those of us who are 
to follow. Nonetheless, I hope that you 
find happiness within your selected 
course, and if not, utilize your free 
time and explore your passion outside 
of class! You don’t need a Jan Term to 
do so! 
Sincerely,
Dr. Duetime
Dear Dr. Duetime,
I’m a sophomore this year and 
I have begun to realize that I can’t 
stand my major. I want to switch, 
but since I am in my sophomore 
year, I’m terrified I won’t graduate 
on time. What should I do?
Sincerely,
MajorlyConflicted
Dear MajorlyConflicted, 
Deciding what discipline you’d like 
to invest four years of your time in 
is never easy. I have found that these 
unsettling feelings towards your major 
often come at the times when they 
are most needed, even when it seems 
inconvenient. 
As a senior, I can say that I have 
changed my major three times since 
first starting here at Saint Mary’s— and 
I’m talking a change from Psychology, 
to Biology, to English.Through this 
experience I have come to recognize 
that although some follow along their 
predetermined paths, several other 
students face the journey of displac-
ing themselves from their major after 
a certain amount of time and trying 
something new in order to finally 
find that discipline that fulfills their 
happiness. Meeting with your advisor 
and expressing these concerns early 
on is the best way to ensure that your 
experience here at Saint Mary’s is 
worthwhile.Often times, all it takes it 
having a discussion and making a plan. 
You must also acknowledge that 
choosing a discipline is one of the 
monumental steps that comes with the 
transition into college. The worst move 
to make is not making a move at all, 
so take the time to understand what 
you want and need from your major, 
and making adjustments accorindly. 
It’s never too late to make the switch!
Sincerely, 
Dr. Duetime
looking to make the bar as open 
and friendly as they possibly can.
“We both have young kids, so 
we wanted a place where they 
could hang out and run around 
outside on the patio,” Kevin said. 
“And on the inside we could have 
the adults hanging out,  enjoy-
ing good food, listening to live 
music, just having a good time. 
Meanwhile, we want the brewery 
to be accessible for Saint Mary’s 
students. We are even trying to get 
it so that you guys could use your 
flex dollars here.”
Kevin and Ken stressed just 
how important the brewery is,  not 
just for them, but for the entire 
community of Moraga.
“A big reason that we opened 
this place is because we wanted 
a place where we would want to 
hang out ... there aren’t too many 
places like that  in Moraga. In a 
way, it’s like we’re ending Prohi-
bition over here,” Ken says with 
a laugh.
“The idea of community is re-
ally important to us,” Ken elabo-
rated. “You know our company is 
called Third Place, and that comes 
from the idea that there are three 
central places where someone 
feels at ease. The first... [is] the 
home, and with family,” the sec-
ond being the workplace, “and the 
third one is with the community. 
We feel strongly about wanting to 
be a part of something.”
The community isn’t shy about 
the prospect of having a brewery 
in Moraga either. As Kevin and 
Ken let me know, the support 
for their brewery has been over-
whelming. In fact, two visitors 
even dropped by while I was 
interviewing them to check up on 
the status of the brewery.
“We have people coming by 
here all the time, asking us when 
the brewery will be open, and 
wanting to know how we’re do-
ing. It’s crazy just how much 
people have really put their sup-
port behind this brewery. We 
almost have to close up just so 
we can actually get work done,” 
Ken chuckled. “Everyone is trying 
to help us out; it really is a com-
munity effort.
“I get emails all the time from 
people telling me ‘hey, I’ve got a 
band,’ or ‘I play guitar, I’d love 
to perform one night,” Kevin said. 
“Getting live music is no problem 
for us.”
“The most significant moment, 
the biggest indicator of how much 
people really cared about the 
brewery, was the time when we 
were at this public event with the 
mayor.  He goes and points to us 
and says: ‘they’re doing God’s 
work over there!’” Ken said with 
a smile. “It really is something 
else. Everyone is just waiting for 
the big day.”
The Canyon Club Brewery is 
expected to open in early January, 
after the holidays, mainly because 
both Kevin and Ken wanted to be 
able to spend one last holiday sea-
son with their kids before things 
get really hectic.
“Sometimes we think: what if 
there are too many people? The 
brewery can only have about two 
hundred people.hat if we get here 
and there’s a line of four hundred 
people waiting outside? But that’s 
a good problem to have. We’ll 
worry about it when the time 
comes.”
So, if you are  hanging around 
campus this upcoming January, 
waiting for something to do, know 
that the Canyon Club Brewery 
will be more than happy to have 
you. The Canyon Club Brewery 
will be happy to serve you a cold 
one!
Political Cartoon: The Tipping Point
Campus 
Calendar
Send Suicide Packing!
Wednesday, Oct. 10
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
De La Salle Hall Lawn
Contact:
Cynthia Cutshall
cac13@stmarys-ca.edu
How to Read a Poem
Wednesday, Oct. 10
1 p.m. to 2 :30 p.m.
SMC Museum of Art
Contact:
Rebecca Engle 
rengle@stmarys-ca.edu
Career Focus 
Internship Panel
Wednesday, Oct. 10
1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
STEM Center
Contact:
CPDS
(925)631-4600
Coffee, Creativity, 
and Community
Wednesday, Oct. 10, 
7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Aufustine Hall
Contact:
mdl6@stmarys-ca.edu.
Eucharistic Adoration
Wednesday, Oct. 10
8 p.m.
Chapel
Contact:
Halen Gamino 
hac5@stmarys-ca.edu
War Poems: Yevtushenko 
& Celan
Thursday, Oct. 11
5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact:
Rebecca Engle 
rengle@stmarys-ca.edu
Oscar Romero Movie Night
Thursday, Oct. 11
6 p.m. 
Mission and Ministry Center
Contact:
Carrie Davis
cak6@stmarys-ca.edu
Jazz Band Concert
Friday, Oct. 12
7:30 p.m. 
Soda Center, Claey’s Lounge
Contact:
John Maltester
malyester@stmarys-ca.edu
Study Salon
Sunday, Oct. 14 - Tuesday, Oct. 16
4p.m. to 10 p.m.
SMC Museum of Art 
Contact:
SMC Museum of Art
museum@stmarys-ca.edu
Wake Up Wednesday for 
Sophomores and Juniors
Wednesday, Oct. 24
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Filippi Hall 334
Contact:
Mike Hoffshire
md10@stmarys-ca.edu
The Campus Calendar column 
is a service highlighting major 
events of the week. To include 
your event, email details to 
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
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Ride Along: St Mary’s Public Safety Edition 
BY: RAMYA RAMAMOORTHY 
AND AUBRIE MCKEEVER
STAFF WRTIERS
       
We had the opportunity to do 
a ride along with Public Safety 
First Sergeant James Moss 
to learn more about the daily 
tasks of Public Safety and how 
the department serves the 
Saint Mary’s community. First 
Sergeant James Moss has been 
working at Saint Mary’s for 2 
and a half years prior to which 
he was a police officer for the 
city of San Leandro. We learned 
about the various shifts to which 
each officer is assigned. The 
officers you may greet coming 
back home at midnight from 
bar hopping are the night shift 
officers while the ones who 
drive around campus in search 
of parking violations or unusual 
behavior are on the swing shift. 
And lastly, the ones who start 
their shifts earlier than most of 
us even wake up are the officers 
who work the day shift. When 
we rode along with Moss while 
he was on his swing shift. P-Safe 
has many different tasks such as 
helping violations in residence 
halls, noise complaints, speeding 
and parking tickets, sexual as-
sault, drug/alcohol overuse, and 
identifying suspicious behavior. 
While most people believe that 
the purpose of Public Safety is 
to get people in trouble, their 
primary goal is student success. 
They ensure that the environ-
ment at Saint Mary’s is a safe 
and successful one. 
        The Public Safety officers 
come from a diverse range of 
backgrounds. While some of-
ficers are retired police officers, 
others have military experi-
ence or prior experience in 
law enforcement. At the least, 
candidates need a high school 
diploma and they also need 
experience in security, military, 
or police. They must also have 
a security state license and the 
interview process looks for 
candidates who will be most 
successful. Moss emphasized 
that being a public safety officer 
is different from being a security 
officer. He says this is because 
he is part of the community 
and is here to educate people, 
whereas a security officer just 
stands in one place and watches 
people. Moss likes to interact 
with teachers and students and 
to really be part of the com-
munity. One rewarding part of 
the job is helping a first-year 
who may be troubled and then 
hearing them say thank you after 
they graduate. Moss said that 
it feels good to know that they 
helped someone. Moss stated 
“this job enables me to be part 
of the community and reach out 
to the community.” He mentions 
that students have this notion 
that they are afraid of P-Safe of-
ficers and that they think P-Safe 
is just here to give them park-
ing tickets. But Moss disagrees 
and explains he doesn’t like that 
part of the job because he’s not 
here to get people in trouble. He 
states “I’m here to help.” He says 
that this job is an “80 percent 
customer service job.” He also 
states he wants to be seen as 
everyone’s father. 
        Moss also states that this 
campus is pretty safe. The only 
thing the officers carry is pepper 
spray. “There is no need for oth-
er weapons”. This is the major 
difference from other campuses 
who have sworn law enforce-
ment. However since our private 
college is smaller and safer due 
to its location and one entrance, 
it is not necessary to hold more 
dangerous weapons. 
       During our car ride with 
First Sergeant James Moss, we 
witnessed a parking violation. 
Someone was parked in a no-
parking zone so First Sergeant 
James Moss took his phone 
out and took note of the license 
plate number. He explained 
that this year, Public Safety has 
a new system where they have 
access to information about the 
vehicles on campus. After he 
typed in the information about 
the car in his phone, he got out 
of the car and left a warning 
notice on the car’s windshield. 
He explained that the car owner 
would be able to see his warn-
ing on his car and he would also 
receive an email regarding it. 
Parking violators receive a warn-
ing first after which they get a 
citation. The reason is because 
the goal of Public Safety is to not 
necessarily get people in trouble, 
but to allow them to learn from 
their mistakes. First Sergeant 
James Moss even took a picture 
of how the car was parked and 
sent it in an email to the car 
owner in order to educate them 
about what they did wrong and 
what they can do better next 
time.
        P-Safe also handles medical 
calls. They can give first aid or 
call 911. He says it is best to call 
P-Safe before 911 since P-Safe 
can arrive their quickest. That 
said, if someone is passed out or 
in an emergency situation, you 
sould call 911. 
        He also talked about sexual 
assault and said P-Safe are man-
datory reporters. They recently 
got trained for talking with 
trauma victims. This is a recent 
initiative; as more incidents oc-
cur and they receive more feed-
back, they recognize the need for 
more services such as this type 
of training. P-Safe also partners 
with the Women’s Resource 
Center and work on sexual as-
sault prevention.  According 
to First Sergeant James Moss, 
Public Safety officers treat the 
complainants with compassion 
and ask them questions about 
the details of the violation such 
as what happened, where it hap-
pened, and if the perpetrator is 
still on campus. However, if the 
victim needed to go to the hos-
pital, public safety is not allowed 
to drive the victim since they 
can’t go off campus. This goes 
for both sexual assault cases and 
medical cases. 
      In response to the upcoming 
bar on campus, First Sergeant 
James Moss said that the bar 
will be both positive and nega-
tive to the campus. The positive 
would be that it would reduce 
the rates of drinking and driving 
as on-campus students would 
just walk back to their dorms. 
      Something not many people 
know is that we have emergency 
poles around campus with blue 
lights. If you feel unsafe or are 
being followed you can push 
the button and an officer will 
arrive. You can also do this for a 
medical emergency or fire. This 
is convenient if you don’t have 
time to type in P-Safe’s number. 
Although the common percep-
tion around these poles is that 
they do not work, First Sergeant 
James Moss confirmed that they 
are checked on a monthly basis.
      One thing upon which Public 
Safety is trying to improve is the 
visibility in the parking lots. This 
is especially in response to the 
multiple vehicle break-ins that 
occurred in the past year. Public 
Safety is making a conscious 
effort to show people that it is 
visible and that there will be 
consequences for committing 
crimes such as vehicle break-ins. 
      Although Public Safety has 
received a lot of backlash in the 
past couple of years in their 
response to sexual assault and 
race issues, their goal is student 
success and they are willing to 
improve in order to continue 
to reach that goal. They spend 
dedicated time serving the Saint 
Mary’s community and they do 
not even receive holidays. Public 
Safety is here to do one job and 
that is protect and serve the 
Saint Mary’s community. So, the 
next time you see a Public Safety 
officer around, especially First 
Sergeant James Moss, don’t for-
get to say hello because they are 
part of the Saint Mary’s commu-
nity just like you and me.
Public Saftey is located at the 
entrance gate and Assumption 
Hall West. (925) 631-4282
PUBLIC SAFETY has created a safe campus environent for years, but do we really know who they are? Two Saint Mary’s students rode along to find out. (Courtesy of Saint Mary’s website) 
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Joke’s On US: Brett Kavanaugh Joins SCOTUS
BY VICTORIA VIDALES
OPINION COLUMNIST
On Sept. 29, “Saturday Night 
Live” (SNL) premiered its 44th 
season. The most memorable 
skit of the night was actor Matt 
Damon’s portrayal of then Su-
preme Court nominee Brett 
Kav a n a u g h .  Kav a n a u g h  h a s 
been accused of sexual assault 
by Dr. Christine Blasey Ford, a 
professor at Palo Alto Univer-
sity, which allegedly took place 
when the pair were teenagers. 
Although many people were 
incredibly entertained by Da-
mon’s performance, for U.S. pol-
iticians and Kavanaugh himself, 
the performance continued to 
highlight the negative political 
firestorm.  
Damon is one of Hollywood’s 
most successful actors and writ-
ers. He first achieved commer-
cial success for his acting and 
writing of the highly acclaimed 
movie Good Will Hunting, with 
Ben Affleck,  which won the 
Academy Award for “Best Origi-
nal Screenplay.” Recently, he 
starred as the title character in 
the film “The Martian,” and pro-
duced “Manchester by the Sea.” 
Damon’s repertoire has gained 
him much respectability among 
critics and audiences. 
Damon’s performance as Ka-
vanaugh was met with critical 
acclaim, as many people felt 
his portrayal of Kavanaugh’s 
disposition was spot on. Da-
mon portrayed Kavanaugh’s 
frequent outbursts, and mocked 
his recurrent sniffling. He also 
depicted Kavanaugh as being in-
capable of drinking water with-
out spilling it out of his mouth. 
Several senators were depicted 
by members of the SNL cast, and 
Damon made every response 
memorable. His portrayal of 
Kavanaugh was praised by the 
public, as every news stand by 
morning was discussing Da-
mon’s incredible improvisation. 
For SNL, the success of Da-
mon’s performance set up a suc-
cessful beginning of their 44th 
season. The show, which began 
in 1975, has risen in the last few 
years because of Trump’s presi-
dency, as the show ridiculed 
one after the other of Trump’s 
appointees. SNL has also been 
praised with their portrayals of 
Alec Baldwin as Donald Trump, 
and Melissa McCarthy as Sean 
Spicer. Damon’s Kavanaugh was 
yet another acclaimed portrayal 
of a political figure. However, 
for Kavanaugh and his political 
supporters this was not a posi-
tive development, and the con-
cept of Kavanaugh being viewed 
as a joke to the general public is 
not an easy hurdle to get over. 
For Kavanaugh, this spoof did 
not portray him as professional 
or dignified, but as an accused 
man with anger issues. He was 
turned into a laughing stock, 
with people all over the country 
talking more about Damon’s 
Kavanaugh than the real Ka-
vanaugh. If conservatives want 
Kavanaugh’s confirmation to be 
taken seriously, then they must 
act to calm the firestorm now. 
However, there was little they 
could do to combat the serious 
assault accusations that Kava-
naugh is facing. 
On September 16, 2018, Ford 
accused Kavanaugh of sexually 
assaulting her over thirty years 
ago. Ford claimed that when she 
was 15 and Kavanaugh was 17, 
he and another classmate forc-
ibly groped her during a high 
school party. Ford also accused 
Kavanaugh of trying to take off 
her clothes and covering her 
mouth while she was attempting 
to scream. Ford has expressed 
that she feared Kavanaugh and 
his classmate were trying to 
rape her. Ford was able to escape 
before anything further could 
occur. 
On September 13, Democratic 
Senator Dianne Feinstein re-
ceived an allegation by Ford. She 
reportedly sent the allegation to 
federal authorities. Following 
the retirement of long time jus-
tice Anthony Kennedy, Trump 
was swift to present a conserva-
tive nominee. Kennedy was the 
consistent swing vote; however, 
Trump decided to nominate a 
firmly right wing judge, a mo-
tion that conservatives have 
coveted for decades. Kavanaugh 
was nominated to the Supreme 
Court on July 9 by Trump. Kava-
naugh is a conservative justice, 
leaning right wing on several 
policies. He was originally one 
of 25 candidates for the posi-
tion, his nomination made after 
individual interviews with the 
president.
Despite the public criticisms 
and the American Bar Asso-
ciation’s concerns on his tem-
perament, on October 6,  Brett 
Kavanaugh was voted to the 
Supreme Court with a 50-48 
vote. Despite the belief in his as-
sault charges, many citizens also 
fear for his actions on key social 
issues, specifically, Roe v. Wade. 
A controversial case, the ruling 
on abortion has been a deeply 
emotional issue for both sides. 
Those that have deemed them-
selves “pro-life” have advocated 
for the complete abolishment of 
abortion, many citing religious 
reasons. The other side, named 
as “pro-choice” advocate for 
the woman’s right to choose 
what should be done with her 
own body. 
With his election to the Su-
preme Court Kavanaugh will be 
one of nine judges responsible 
for the highest court rulings of 
the country. As a result of his 
young age – he is only 53 – he 
could potentially be on the 
court for another 30 years. His 
rulings would not only affect 
our generation, but that of the 
next generations. His confirma-
tion has huge ramifications in 
American history, and is going 
to be highly controversial and 
divisive for all Americans for 
generations to come.  
PIZZA! - An Ode to the Universally Popular Dish
BY OJASWI SHARMA 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Imagine being hungry at two 
AM, walking out of your room to 
your fridge, and just reheating a 
couple leftover slices of pizza. 
The cheese melts, little pools of 
oil form on the surface, and every 
single bite you take fulfills you. 
Now, imagine it is  a moment 
of celebration. You walk into 
a fancy restaurant and order 
pizza: wood-fired, with its sides 
charred, the cheese just perfect, 
the sauce homemade, the crust 
crispy but with a bite to it. It 
transports you.
Be it frozen pizza or gourmet, 
Mountain Mike’s or the cute 
little deli in the city, pizza seems 
a universally permanent food 
on most menus, loved and cher-
ished- something that is hard to 
hate regardless of how it is done. 
On a general spectrum of food, 
bad pizza would still be on the 
better half of foods stuffs. People 
would eat it even if nobody put 
much of an effort on it, and with 
the most random toppings on it, 
like pineapple.    
It is not just about the many 
toppings that you can put on it, 
it is also about all the occasions 
where you can have it. I have 
seen a lot of events, from wed-
dings to frat parties have pizzas 
on their menus, and I have seen 
an equal multitude of people 
enjoy it. 
You can go into any country 
and find that they have made piz-
za their very own. From Greece 
to to Japan, pizza transforma-
tions include potatoes, choco-
late, and even sushi!    
As an international student 
from India, I can vouch for the 
Indianized versions of pizza I 
have had the pleasure of sam-
pling, from spicy paneer tikka, 
to some even bolder transforma-
tions like beans, but the truth 
remains the same, pizza fits the 
bill, it serves the need.    
It metamorphoses into some-
thing that is entirely its own, 
while staying in the familiar, it 
somehow does not stray from 
its original incarnation. That 
could also be because pizza just 
exists in so many forms that look 
nothing alike; from deep dish, 
which some people might argue 
is just a pie, to thin crust, which 
some people might argue is just 
flatbread. 
With various forms also come 
various controversies. Some of 
them are pretty passionately 
supported by their respective 
believers. Just try asking a New 
Yorker about Chicago-style pizza 
or mention putting pineapple on 
pizza and some people would be 
ready to wage war with you. It 
takes two to war! I am not say-
ing I am one of them but let me 
just say I can understand their 
perspective. 
Pizza binds communities the 
world over, opens its arms to 
innovation and is available in 
so many forms and flavors. It is 
welcoming: anyone could find 
something that suits their pal-
ate. It is a food that has become 
a symbol associated with our 
generation, walk into a street 
and you could see just about any-
one wearing ‘I love pizza’ tees. It 
is a common denominator that 
unites and bonds. With October 
being National Pizza Month, it 
only seems fair to celebrate it as 
the wonderfully universal  food 
it is, and also use it as an excuse 
to consume obnoxious amounts 
of it.
MATT DAMON’S depiction of Brett Kavanaugh on late night show “Saturday Night Live” is an instant classic. (Courtesy of RTE News)
PIZZA IS UNIVERSAL and can inspire passionate arguments. Celebrate National Pizza Month by eating your favorite. (Courtesy of Cooking Light)
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Treasure Island Music Festival: It’s more than music!
BY ADRIANA AVILA
CULTURE EDITOR 
Are you looking for something 
fun to do after a long week of 
midterm papers and study ses-
sions? Does live music, delicious 
food, and experimental or visual 
art interest you? If you answered 
yes to the following, the Treasure 
Island Music Festival, happening 
this weekend, is the event for you. 
TIMF will take place in Oak-
land at the Middle Harbor Shore-
line Park. The venue itself is just 
one reason to attend. Overlook-
ing the San Francisco Bay, the 
Middle Harbor Shoreline Park 
makes it nearly impossible to 
capture a bad photo–and with 
this year’s music lineup, food 
vendors, and art exhibits, you will 
find yourself filling your entire 
camera roll with snapshots from 
TIMF.
Whether you are a music festi-
val enthusiast, die hard foodie, or 
just simply someone who appreci-
ates various artforms, you should 
consider attending the 2018 
TIMF for the following reasons: 
 
The Music Lineup
 
As stated in last week’s article, 
TIMF’s lineup is organized so 
that there are no overlapping art-
ists.  Following TIMF tradition, 
Saturday’s lineup will include 
more hip-hop, electronic and 
dance music, while Sunday’s will 
carry on with indie and experi-
mental rock.
Listed below are the artists 
who will be performing at the 
2018 TIMF:
•Saturday Oct. 13: A$AP Rocky, 
Silk City (Diplo and Mark Ron-
son), Santigold, Pusha T, Aminé, 
Hiatus Kaiyote, Laff Trax (Toro 
y Moi and Nosaj Thing), Moses 
Sumney, Polo & Pan, George 
FitzGerald, JPEGMAFIA, and 
Gilligan Moss.
•Sunday Oct. 14: Tame Impala, 
Lord Huron, Courtney Barnett, 
Jungle, Sharon Van Etten, Ciga-
rettes After Sex, U.S. Girls, Alex 
Cameron, Soccer Mommy, Pond, 
Shame, and Serpentwithfeet. 
 
The Food Lineup
For some people, the food line 
up is just as important as the 
music line up.  Aburaya, Tante’s, 
Little Star Pizza, Itani Ramen, 
Mi Granny’s Kitchen, and The 
GrilledCheezGuy are just some 
of the 20 specialized food trucks 
and eateries scheduled to fulfill 
the needs of each and every music 
loving foodie. 
TIMF brings festival goers a 
taste of the Bay and supports local 
food vendors. A majority of the 
food vendors have ties to Oakland 
and the East Bay, like Aburaya, 
a notable punk rock influenced 
restaurant, specializing in Japa-
nese fried chicken and seasonal 
izakaya plates. 
Also haling from the Bay is 
Tante’s, a popular concession 
and catering business that makes 
handmade knish, among many 
other dishes. Tante’s has been a 
loyal TIMF food vendor since the 
origin of the festival back in 2007. 
Oct. 14 is National Dessert 
Day. So naturally, attendees are 
encouraged, if not obligated, to 
indulge in some sweets. Churn 
Urban Creamery, Rokos Ice 
Cream Tacos and Endless Sum-
mer Sweets are just a few spots 
that will get you in the mood to 
celebrate this important day. 
 
The Experiential and Visual 
Art 
Aside from the music and food, 
TIMF will also host a variety of 
experiential and visual art. The 
art installations offer attendees 
an inside look into some of the 
Bay’s most modern and creative 
pieces.
Attendees will not want to 
miss kinetic sculptures like Barry 
Crawford’s “Mechatheusis”, a 
mechanical giant squid, or Peter 
Hazel and Colin O’Bryan’s “Fly 
By,” a 1800 pound giant manta 
ray sculpture. 
Another must see installation 
is the laser cut stainless steel sea 
turtle in “Cosmic Voyager” by the 
San Francisco based art collec-
tive, Chromaforms. This interac-
tive piece allows participants to 
press buttons on the turtle’s fin 
which reveal horoscope readings 
based on the date and time that 
is entered.
For those interested in more 
interactive activities, be sure to 
visit the various DIY workshops. 
The workshops are divided into 
categories such as art, sew/dye, 
and florals/paint. Attendees can 
even bring in some of their own 
articles of clothing to dye or 
embroider. 
Any music collectors out there? 
Peruse new and used vinyls, CDs, 
t-shirts and posters from TIMF’s 
official on-site pop-up music 
shop Booty Records (powered by 
Amoeba Records). Visitors can 
thrift in between music sets at 
the Crossroads Trading Co pop-
up shop, or browse Bart Bridge’s 
handmade Bay Area sports gear. 
Whether it is the impressive 
line up, the various local food 
vendors, or the creative art ex-
hibits, the Treasure Island Music 
Festival has a little something for 
everyone. For more information 
regarding the TIMF visit www.
TreasureIslandFestival.com. 
Day-O!: Tim Burton’s Ghost with the Most at 30
BY CLARICE ONG 
CULTURE EDITOR 
Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice, Bee-
tlejuice…Just in time to get 
audiences in the Halloween 
spirit, “Beetlejuice” will be back 
in theaters for a limited time to 
celebrate its 30th anniversary.
Thirty years since its release, 
Tim Burton’s “Beetlejuice” is 
still a beloved cult classic. Its 
story, its special effects, and 
its cast of characters made the 
movie an enduring part of the 
cultural zeitgeist. 
The story resonated then and 
it resonates now. The issue of 
gentrification is featured in the 
movie, which is a prominent 
part of contemporary conversa-
tion as it was back in 1988. The 
Deetzes’ social ambitions and 
materialism were an apotheosis 
of the “Greed is good” culture 
of the 80’s, which -- let us be 
honest -- has always been an 
inescapable part of capitalistic 
America and is thus a part of 
our lives thirty years after the 
release of “Beetlejuice.” The 
mockery of elitists and the en-
croachment of greed in bucolic 
rural settings have been part 
of the American conversation 
since the Industrial Revolution, 
and have even helped shape 
American political party iden-
tities. The combination of the 
love of the Maitlands for each 
other and Lydia’s innocence 
juxtaposed against the Deetzes’ 
greed emphasizes the idea that 
beauty, innocence, and magic 
are the casualties in the Ameri-
can obsession with modernity, 
money and status.
Another aspect that leads to 
its timelessness is that younger 
individuals have experienced 
the feeling of isolation at one 
point or another, and it is some-
what comforting to know that 
feeling isolated is but a constant 
part of growing up, regardless 
of the generation to which they 
belong. Lydia Deetz shows that 
strangeness is a good quality to 
have because, as she reads from 
a book, “Live people ignore the 
strang e and unusual.”  With 
Lydia Deetz, viewers under-
stood that being “strange and 
unusual” is not a bad thing to 
be -- it allowed Lydia to see the 
Maitlands when her parents 
could not. The character uplifts 
viewers who may feel as though 
they were square pegs trying to 
fit into circles. 
Aside from the movie’s story, 
“Beetlejuice” is also memorable 
because of its special effects 
such as stop motion animation, 
replacement animation, pros-
thetic makeup, puppetry and 
blue screen. It was intention-
ally made unsophisticated as 
to create quirky and childlike 
elements. This was partly done 
because of budget constraints, 
but these effects also lightened 
up the mood of the film, which 
put “Beetlejuice” in the liminal 
space between the horror and 
comedy genres. 
Finally, the cast of characters 
of the movie delivered superb 
performances. Michael Keaton 
was simply fantastic  as  the 
titular character Beetlejuice 
-  frightening and charming 
at the same time. Playing the 
part of Lydia was Winona Ry-
der, who became later known 
as Joyce Byers,  the mom of 
Will, from “Stranger Things”. 
Ryder’s performance showed a 
nuanced and rebellious teen-
ager who was also vulnerable 
and sensitive. Her Lydia Deetz 
brought goth fashion and sen-
sibilities to the mainstream. 
Alec Baldwin, before his much 
acclaimed portrayal of Donald 
Trump, was believable as the 
ghost who loved his wife very 
much and was willing to resort 
to desperate measures in order 
to “move on.”
“Beetlejuice” remains as rel-
evant today as it was when it 
was initially released 30 years 
ago. Halloween is nigh upon us, 
and “Beetlejuice” is an excellent 
way to get into the spooky spirit 
of Halloween. Catch it during its 
limited theater release.
TREASURE ISLAND MUSIC FESTIVAL  combines music with food and breathtaking views of the San Francisco Bay. (Courtesy of Guardian Archives)
THE GHOST WITH THE MOST still resonates at 30. (Courtesy of Warner Archive Collection)
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I began identifying as bisexual in fall 
2017, after eight-year struggle to accept the 
seemingly-endless complications and valid-
ity of my sexual identity. The majority of 
the people I had been attracted to and had 
romantic relationships with throughout my 
life were men, but my regular and undeni-
able attraction to women told me I wasn’t 
straight. I grew up in a conservative, Catholic 
household, so naturally I became terrified 
of my  sexuality; I would lay awake at night, 
knowing that I wasn’t “normal,” and hoping 
that my confusion and fear surrounding 
it would simply melt away with time - and 
yet, it wouldn’t go away. I felt pulled in two 
equally confusing directions: either I was 
straight and going through a phase, or I was 
gay and only thought I was attracted to men 
because I had been socialized that way. 
Biphobia, which teaches that bisexuality 
isn’t valid (or at least is less so than being 
straight or gay), prevented me from coming 
to terms with my bisexuality for too long. 
Through my struggle to come to terms with 
it I have learned that bisexual erasure and 
biphobia are terrifyingly real concepts that 
present themselves in both heterosexual and 
homosexual culture. In order to dismantle 
the oppressive structures that keep biphobia 
alive, we must discuss and lift up bisexual ex-
periences. This is my attempt to do just that. 
A large part of my struggle to accept my 
bisexuality had to do with my internal need 
to identify as straight - or need to feel normal. 
Heteronormativity cannot exist without bi-
phobia (and homophobia), and throughout 
my life I had seen biphobia manifest through 
the trivialization, dismissal, and even erasure 
of bi experiences in order to keep hetero-
sexuality normalized. In a heteronormative 
world, there is only the norm of hetero-
sexuality and the other of homosexuality; 
anything else was not normal, and therefore 
not an option. So, I clung to the familiarity of 
heterosexual relationships; this way, I didn’t 
have to consider the social and emotional 
consequences of having feelings for both 
men and women. 
Biphobia is also alive in LGBTQ+ spaces. 
Through my experiences of identifying as 
questioning, queer and finally bisexual, I 
have never once felt truly welcomed and 
accepted in the LGBTQ+ community. This 
stems from both gay/lesbian experiences 
being accepted as the norm and from the 
limited visibility and even complete devalu-
ation given to bisexual experiences. I have 
been an intersectional feminist and sup-
porter of LGBTQ+ rights since high school, 
and my interest in LGBTQ+ studies have 
only increased during my years as a Women’s 
and Gender Studies minor. Gay and lesbian 
narratives were overwhelmingly given more 
support and visibility in my education than 
bisexual narratives, which were rarely men-
tioned and only given surface-level validity. 
Many people in the LGBTQ+ community also 
view bisexuality as illegitimate, believing it 
to be an excuse for people to hide their true 
homosexuality behind. Perhaps if bisexuality 
had been given equal representation in my 
search for validation, I would have come to 
terms with my own bisexuality sooner. 
I deserve to have grown up knowing that 
it was okay to be bisexual - that I wasn’t 
abnormal, wrong, broken, or fake for not 
fitting into the boxes of heterosexuality and 
homosexuality. I can’t go back in time, but I 
can (and will) spend the rest of my life fight-
ing the idea that my sexual identity doesn’t 
exist.I am a bisexual woman. I’m not in denial 
and I’m not experimenting. But I am proud. 
Biphobia permeates through gay, straight culture
BY KA LOUGHMAN
OPINION EDITOR
Dear Editor,
I am a student leader. I am part of 
the Weekend of Welcome Cohort of 
2018, a Class of 2020 Chair, a dyed-in 
lover of St. Mary’s College and a proud 
new American.  I have benefited from 
a Liberal Arts education at this college 
and at my third year, I respect a voice 
that speaks pain, gain and plain. I am 
urged to take lessons from the contem-
poraneous opinion article. 
I am sure many who form the SMC 
Student Leadership Association of 
College have their laundry list of stu-
dents’ interests to work on in the 2018-
2019 leadership term. This opinion 
letter will be forever a baseline from 
one who laid it out plainly. Let us start 
with thanking a senior who gives the 
bad, the ugly and the good about SMC.
We all value things differently, we 
go into relations, engage in conversa-
tions, we meet in each other emotional 
tempests or calm and find each other 
as fulfilling humans. When I read the 
opinion from a senior, I felt we were 
given an inheritance and a responsi-
bility. I also know that  Aubrie asks all 
of us to make our St. Mary’s College 
Lasallian experience richer and foun-
dational. It means that we can build a 
community in which we survive, strive 
and thrive.
We still can have our cake and eat it. 
We can have same or different tastes. 
Let us still walk to class during the 
chilly Moraga mornings, let us study 
into late nights, let us go to those hall 
parties and go grab lunch from Oliver 
hall. Please make many friends. Get 
out of your comfort zone. There are 
over 60 organizations or spaces where 
we can engage in conversations or play. 
Sunday mornings or Monday after-
noons, find me at the fields. Go cheer 
the Baseball, Lacrosse, Soccer and 
Football teams on. Our teams need us 
when they are practicing. They need to 
hear us shout hoarsely not only when 
Gonzaga and SMC are facing off. This 
is the composition of the silver lining 
on our educational horizon. 
I have enjoyed encountering people 
of different addresses, ages, cultural 
and ethnic backgrounds, nationalities, 
sexual identities, accents, languages, 
talents, skills and social classes. When 
we leave St. Mary’s College these will 
be part of the undying memories 
which will inundate our enduring 
connections to SMC. These experi-
ences will be a fuel to launch us into 
the world because together they are 
the spigot. Meanwhile, remember to 
always check course calendar or syl-
labus. Class discussions are a must, 
lectures have much more material 
than you’ll ever be tested upon. Spend 
three hours of work outside of class for 
every hour spent in class. Many of our 
professors hold doctoral degrees, initi-
ate discussions about your grades and 
seek assistance. Your student ID gets 
you to places, in some cases discounts 
and respect. St. Mary’s College is giv-
ing all of us concrete ways of choos-
ing what will make us buy into social 
development. 
LETTER 
TO THE 
EDITOR: 
SMC offers 
buy-in 
for social 
development
BY TOM MUYUNGA-MUKASA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
BISEXUAL EXPERIENCES are often trivialized, dismissed, and even erased in both heterosexual and homosexual spaces. 
(Courtesy of The McGill Daily)
HOT TAKE SNACK BREAK
Grab your favorite snack and see what your peers have to say about the world this week - read ‘em while they’re hot!
LET ME DRINK MY PSL IN PEACE
Bob the Drag Queen said it best: calling people basic is the new basic. I don’t understand why we can’t just let people like “basic” things 
if it’s not hurting anybody. There’s nothing wrong with being “basic” - it’s just a label we’ve given people who enjoy pop culture. There 
are much more problematic things people do than wearing Uggs and listening to Taylor Swift. Let’s call people out on those instead.
KA LOUGHMAN
OPINION EDITOR
SOCIAL MEDIA  IS WASTING YOUR TIME
I know. You know. I know you know. Social media is not the best use of your time. Nor is it the most fun. Nor does it even make you 
feel good. And still, I know, you’ve got Insta open as you read this. Or maybe you just DMed a friend on Twitter. I’m not going to preach 
or go through all the reasons social media is hurting you. You’re aware. However, take this as a gentle reminder that you can delete 
Insta or Twitter or Facebook from your phone for a day. It’s really freaky at first, but then it’s kind of nice. Enjoy the time you get back in 
your life.
CAROLINE BINLEY
OPINION EDITOR
WISDOM OF CHILDREN? THINK AGAIN
I have often heard adults refer to kids as being wiser than the average adult. And sure, kids have rightly pointed to the importance 
of chicken nuggets and have always been better having uninhibited fun than those working-stiff adults. However, speaking as a 
former child, there was an entire year where I could not count past 12. What could children understand about internal pluralism 
or logical fallacies? What self-respecting adult would take advice from anyone whose upper lip is regularly coated in mucus? At 
the end of the day there are people I want to discuss relativism with and people I want to play hungry hippo with, and there is no 
overlap.
JACK BARNES
COPY EDITOR
HUNGRY FOR MORE?
Uh oh, your hottest take is all dressed up with no where to go. Let it loose. Come to the next Collegian storyboarding session, Monday, 
October 15, or shoot us an email at smccollegian@gmail.com.
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Sports 
this week
VOLLEYBALL
SMC Men’s Soccer Breaks into Top 10
Gonzaga University
Thursday, Octover 11th @ 7pm
University of Portland
Saturday, October 13th @ 1pm
ESPN Premieres 20-hour Movie Project this October
BY HENRY PENALOSA
SPORTS EDITOR
cemented their claim to the hall 
of fame with their continued 
elite production and collection 
of accolades, while new talents 
like Elena Delle Donne and 
Breanna Stewart seemed to 
have transitioned immediately 
into superstars as soon as they 
set foot on a professional court. 
An exploration of these rising 
talents would go nice with the 
expected reflection of the great 
male players like Michael Bry-
ant. 
T h e  s c o p e  o f  t h e  p r o j e c t 
speaks volumes to how much 
ESPN cares about its produc-
tion. A 62 hour film? Are you 
kidding me? That sounds longer 
MEN’S SOCCER
University of San Francisco
Saturday, October 13th @ 6pm
WOMEN’S SOCCER
@ Santa Clara University
Sunday, October 14th @ 7pm
Two issues ago, we highlighted 
the success of our men’s soccer 
team early in the season. Update: 
They are still winning games. 
By the time this article has been 
published, SMC Men’s Soccer 
will have already faced University 
of the Pacific, to mark the begin-
ning of inter-conference play for 
the team. Whether they lost that 
matchup or not, the result cannot 
take away the recognition that 
the Gaels deserve. Coming into 
this weekend, the Gaels were 
ence play, Jake Rudel led the team 
in goals scored, netting 8 so far, in-
cluding a hat trick and 3 goals that 
ended up winning them the game. 
Jacob Svehlik also has 3 game 
winning goals on the season. As a 
team, the Gaels are averaging an 
impressive 2.6 goals per game. At 
the same time, they are conceding 
just 0.35 per contest. Both of these 
stats are good for 5th in the nation 
in their respective category. In the 
box, goalie Remi Prieur currently 
leads the nation with 8 shutout 
performances.
The balance that SMC has 
shown in their offensive and de-
fensive schemes has made them 
a top 10 team in the eyes of fellow 
collegiate coaches and the NCAA. 
It is hard not to imagine what this 
success might yield at the end 
of the season. Perhaps an NCAA 
tournament appearance? Maybe 
even a WCC title? With 7 more 
games left in the season, there is 
still so much left on the table, but 
who can say that the Gaels won’t 
continue their success. The num-
bers don’t lie. SMC Men’s Soccer 
has been playing at an elite level 
this entire year. Now, with eyes 
on them, it is time to assert their 
dominance over the WCC. 
that any World War II History 
Channel documentary that I 
could find (when the History 
Channel still  did history,  of 
course). There is so much to 
cover. Basketball is an inter-
national sport, and is always 
undergoing changes as a result. 
As a basketball fan, I do not 
see myself  missing much of 
these segments. Basketball is 
just a game, but it has always 
been more than that.  It is a 
lifestyle, and a family that one 
chooses to join each time they 
set foot on the court. It only re-
mains to be seen how ESPN will 
approach this incredible task of 
trying to capture it all. 
Beginning this October, ESPN 
will be premiering their twenty-
h o u r- l o n g  m ov i e  a b o u t  t h e 
history and love for the game 
of basketball.  “Basketball:  A 
Love Story” will be displayed 
throughout the month, in 62 
seperate sections. This series, of 
sorts, will be covering multiple 
aspects of the game. ESPN has 
advertised the series as, “62 
Short Stories on the NBA, ABA, 
College Hoops, the Women’s 
Game, International Basket-
ball, and Socio-Cultural Issues 
Told by 165 Legends.” The word 
“Legends” may be their big sell-
ing point, but I would like to 
think that the idea of expand-
ing on the women’s side of the 
game would be the most valu-
able part of project. Women’s 
basketball has made leaps and 
bounds in recent years, with 
each new rookie class profes-
sion hoopers making a name 
for themselves every year. Re-
member when Maya Moore was 
the best women’s basketball 
player in the world? She just 
might be that still, but looking 
at the talent that surrounds her 
now, it is much harder to argue 
in her favor. Veterans like Sue 
Bird and Diana Taurasi have 
OPINION
ranked number 9 in the nation, 
and have yet to lose a game. Their 
last match against UC Irvine made 
it 11 wins and zero losses to start 
the season. These wins have not 
simply fallen into their lap either. 
While they did begin the season 
with a 6-0 rout over Incarnate 
Word, wins against Sacramento 
State, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, 
UC Santa Barbara and UC Davis 
are worthy of praise, especially 
coming from a team that has not 
seen this sort of success in years. 
This season has yielded some 
incredible performances by some 
emerging Gaels. Entering confer-
“BASKETBALL: A LOVE STORY” is a project by ESPN on the history and love for the game of basketball, one of our country’s premier sports in terms of legacy. (Courtesy of ESPN Media Zone)
 SMC MEN’S SOCCER has been great this season, and looks to keep their good play going as they travel to Stockton to open up WCC play against Pacific. (Courtesy of SMCGaels.com)
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October Baseball is Here: What More Could you Want?
Here it is. Baseball’s knight in 
shining armor. Every year the sea-
son begins with talks of speeding 
the game up, or someone abus-
ing PED’s, or asking each other 
what the MLB will do about their 
attendance problem. But then 
October eventually comes around 
and fans and critics alike seem to 
push everything else to the side. 
The world stops when the play-
offs begin. October Baseball has 
already claimed two victims. The 
Cubs and A’s fell to the Rockies and 
Yankees in their respective Wild 
Card Matchups.
By the time you read this, the 
championship series’ may be well 
underway, hopefully between the 
Dodgers and Brewers, and Red Sox 
and the Astros. Regardless, here is 
what has happened so far.
The Dodgers are back. After an 
up and down year, they finished 
the season with a sweep of the 
rival Giants and a win against 
the Rockies to seal the division 
in a tiebreaker. Ryu and Kershaw 
began their 2018 postseason cam-
paign with a combined 0 earned 
runs. The Braves were helpless in 
the face of LA’s starting pitching. 
After doing so well to outlast the 
early success of the Phillie’s, it 
is disheartening to see them not 
even muster one run in the first 
two games, and then concede 9 
runs on top of it. 
In other news, Christian Yelich 
will hit anything that comes his 
way. I mean, seriously, I look away 
for one second and then look, it’s 
Christian Yelich, on base, putting 
himself in scoring positions. His 
efforts, combined with solid work 
from the bullpen earned them 
wins over the Rockies in their first 
two games. This has been their 
bread and butter all season. There 
will most likely be many more 
bullpen games to come. 
The Yankees and Red Sox split 
their first two games, and it looks 
like the Yankees have momentum 
on their side. After conceding 5 
quick runs in game 1, the Yanks 
have outscored Sox 10-2 in the 
next 15 innings. It is beginning to 
look like the Bronx Bombers will 
go home and beat Boston senseless 
with their full range of elite pitch-
ers and heavy hitters, especially 
when David Price pitches like he 
did in game 2. Not a good look for 
the “best team in baseball.”
The Astros have looked a repeat 
champion this entire year, and 
October hasn’t changed that. I’d 
say the Indians are pretty loaded, 
but their soft-as-Play-Doh divi-
sion makes it easy to glide to the 
top of the AL standings. An Astros 
vs. Dodgers repeat World Series 
may feel a bit old, but I do not 
think that either team would not 
deserve to be in the discussion for 
the best team. Last season gave us 
an incredible spectacle, and it’s 
beginning to look like we will be 
gifted once again.
"POWER SHIFT: HOW 
LATINOS IN CALIFORNIA 
TRANSFORMED POLITICS 
IN AMERICA"
M O N D A Y ,  O C T O B E R  2 2 ,  2 0 1 8  -  
6  P . M .  T O  8  P . M .  
G A L I L E O  H A L L ,  2 0 1  
I N S T I T U T E  F O R  L A T I N O  A N D
L A T I N  A M E R I C A N  S T U D I E S
P R E S E N T S :
C O N T A C T  M A R Í A  L U I S A  R U I Z  F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N
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CLAYTON KERSHAW and the Dodgers are ready to make moves in Ocotober, and return to the Worlds Series (Courtesy of CBS Sports)
 THE NEW YORK YANKEES are feeling nice right now, and could be on the verge of a big run in the AL (Courtesy of Elite Sports New York)
The Astros have looked 
a repeat champion, 
and October hasn’t 
changed that.
